GMUN Steering Committee Minutes  
Monday, November 14, 2005  
433 Johnston Hall, 9:00-10:00 AM

Attendees: Randa Rosby, Rosalyn Segal, Faith Mrutu, Sue Paulson, Lettie Ebbert, Mary Olson, Stewart McMullan, Lisa Carlson, Ed Wink

Minutes to be sent
- Stewart-RRC  
- Sue-FSUN  
- List-CRAD

Replacement nominations
- Multiple perspectives needed- rep from CLA & IT?
- Randa will send email to nominees to be forwarded to Tim & Mike.
- Lettie & Faith will speak to nominees.

January Meeting
- Between 10th & 20th
- 12th & 13th: FDP; 16th: MKL Jr.
- Check 17th & 19th (19th preferred)

Operation
- Can we add a Subscriber’s list?  
- If there is a new process, then the key contact list will improve.
  o Holly will check with Mary

January Agenda
1. Grants.gov-eResearch  
   a. Rosalyn will email Ed  
2. RCR (Carol Foth)  
3. ICR sharing policy (revenue sharing procedure)  
4. RAR accounts (Moira Keane)
   a. Have in attendance for January Steering Meeting
   i. Frances Spalding will attend Steering Meeting in December  
5. Export/Import Executive Summary
   a. Ed will ask Mark Bohnhorst  
   b. External sales may have an impact

Email group with additional topics

Next agenda: other topics SPA: EFS checks and GMUN Large Group Procedures

Next meeting: Monday, December 12, 2005, 433 Johnston Hall, 9:00-10:00 AM